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The word decolonization often is used metaphorically in scholarship in the humanities 
to describe an array of processes involving social justice, resistance, sustainability and 
preservation.  We argue against using decolonization as metaphor because decoloniza-
tion demands a level of political engagement different from other social justice projects.  
Decolonization refers to a radical transformation in relations of power, worldviews, 
and, in an academic context, our role as scholars and our relationship to the university 
system as an industry. This article interrogates how the word decolonization has been 
used by ethnomusicologists in previous publications and argues that a discourse of de-
colonizing music studies and ethnomusicology should not propagate the term as a de-
scriptive signifier while overlooking the issues mentioned above.  Excerpts from 
interviews with three former Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) presidents are pre-
sented for readers to interpret how these people in seats of power are thinking about 
decolonizing music studies.  We conclude by suggesting ten practical approaches and 
projects that begin to address what decolonization involves and how it can be done. 
Keywords: coloniality, music studies, music education, ethnomusicology, musicology, 
decolonization 
 

ecolonization is not a new topic to ethnomusicology. It has been the 
theme of a past national conference of the Society for Ethnomusicology 
(SEM), a US-based organization, and more recently a topic covered by 

SEM Student News. The SEM national conference in 2006, hosted by the Univer-
sity of Hawai’i, featured the theme of decolonization and included a number of 
panels that addressed the topic—among them: “Decolonizing American Indian 
Transcription,” “Decolonizing Music of the Pacific,” “Decolonizing Music Schol-
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arship,” “Decolonizing Hawaiian Ethnomusicology” and “Decolonizing Native 
American Music.” The usage of decolonization in the conference program focused 
on ideas about research methodology and indigenous representation. In address-
ing these two topics concerning the discourse of decolonization in ethnomusicol-
ogy, these panels failed to address broader disciplinary issues and their political 
implications, assuming decolonization to be an abstract theoretical and apolitical 
process. Part of the issue is that the impulse to theorize in ethnomusicology has 
contributed to the abstraction of decolonization from practical applications in 
teaching, research methodology, and ethnographic representation. Our focus in 
this article is on decolonizing music studies as a starting point. Although we are 
acutely aware that decolonization is implicated in wider sociopolitical issues, our 
focus is music studies. By music studies, we include departments other than mu-
sic (e.g., anthropology, performance studies), because the focus of music depart-
ments in North America traditionally is limited to composition, music history, 
music education, and sometimes ethnomusicology. We do not focus solely on 
music departments, because it has been our experience that composition and 
music history default to Western European music traditions, which creates a heg-
emonic relationship with anything outside of these practices as “Other” or “ex-
tended techniques.” Specifically, our concern here is with music studies in higher 
education and in this context, we consider all forms of music studies as music 
education, including ethnomusicology. The link between ethnomusicology and 
music education has been the practical application of the highly contested term 
“world music” (Schippers 2010, 17). “World music” gained circulation in the 
1960s to describe a hands-on approach to ethnomusicology at Wesleyan Univer-
sity, where Robert E. Brown, building on a format pioneered in the 1950s by Ki 
Mantle Hood, introduced practical music making into degree programs (Brown 
1995). Since that time, musical practices and master musicians from other cul-
tures have become a significant component of most leading U.S. ethnomusicology 
programs (Schippers 2010, 18). We pay particular attention to ethnomusicology 
because, as a discipline that has focused on teaching and studying music making 
practices and traditions from around the world, we believe it has the potential to 
be a decolonizing project of music studies. Responding to the election of Donald 
J. Trump as president of the United States in 2016, some U.S. ethnomusicologists 
have concluded that teaching ethnomusicology is an inherently political act, more 
crucial now than ever because it champions the cause of cultural diversity, inclu-
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sivity, and tolerance. While some of this may be true, we question how such dis-
course within the discipline continues to romanticize the perspectives of Euro-
American liberalism while ostensibly upholding the status quo of multiculturalist 
institutional imperatives. 
 
Positionality Statements 

Russell Skelchy:  
My interest in studying music began not long after my family emigrated to the 
United States from Malaysia. In the Chicago suburb where I grew up, I took piano 
lessons in a cramped back room of the local music instrument shop—a space that 
introduced me to performing Western art music and popular music. As a teenag-
er I joined Chicago area hardcore punk scenes and employed their DIY (Do-It-
Yourself) ethos to learn about the political role of music. In graduate studies at 
the University of California, Riverside, I became the first PhD student in the eth-
nomusicology program to complete a concurrent master’s degree in Southeast 
Asian Studies. This interdisciplinary background enabled my teaching and re-
search interests in popular music, sound, colonialism and ethnicity; however, it 
has also contributed to my questioning of how I engage with academic research 
methodologies and knowledge production. My experiences as an immigrant con-
tinue to shape how I think about imperialism and contemporary education. 
 
Luis Chávez:  
My relationship with academe constantly changed throughout my five years as a 
PhD student at the University of California, Davis, in Music and Native American 
Studies. During the first two years of graduate work, I maintained definite 
boundaries between my relationships with other researchers, and musicians in 
punk, DIY, and anarchist communities. Prior to entering college and my graduate 
studies, I participated in a DIY ethos as a teenager, shaping my earliest experi-
ences of making music. In January 2015, my position changed within the com-
munity of ethnomusicologist graduate students when I started writing my 
dissertation prospectus, and I began to ask critical questions about my relation-
ship with my project. As a first generation born in the United States (Mexican 
Californian) writing on norteño music styles and Mexican indigeneity, my role as 
researcher became more integrated into my intimate relationships and personal 
life, each mutually changing one another, and I began to see myself more in my 
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project. My personal experience continually shapes my relation to the field of 
ethnomusicology and my students.  
 

Differentiating Decolonization from Social Justice 

The word decolonization is often used metaphorically in scholarship in the hu-
manities and disciplines such as education studies to describe an array of pro-
cesses involving social justice, resistance, sustainability, and preservation (Tuck 
and Yang 2012, Bishop 2005, Cook-Lynn 1998). Decolonization in ethnomusicol-
ogy and music studies is not a metaphor, however, because decolonization de-
mands a level of political engagement and structural fracture from these other 
pedagogical projects. Although we acknowledge the value of the social justice 
work in which these projects engage, it is important to make a political distinc-
tion between decolonization and the reformist approaches of these other projects. 
While decolonization and social justice projects may overlap in tactics, there are 
distinct differences between the two in terms of political outcomes. As Tuck and 
Yang observe, “Decolonization … is a distinct project from other civil and human 
rights-based social justice projects … [that] is far too often subsumed into the 
directives of these projects, with no regard for how decolonization wants some-
thing different than those forms of justice” (Tuck and Yang 2012, 2). The lan-
guage of decolonization has been superficially adopted into fields such as 
education and other social sciences, supplanting prior discourse and ways of talk-
ing about social justice, critical methodologies, or approaches which decenter 
settler perspectives. Projects like social justice and human rights-based reforms 
are abstract because they center on ideas related to Western jurisprudence. This 
is problematic because definitions of justice and rights are often interpreted dif-
ferently in other parts of the world. We hope to keep open the possibility of lis-
tening to other interpretations of jurisprudence to avoid applying universalist 
applications.  

Decolonization for music studies engages with 1) decentering western art 
music as the focus of music studies, 2) listening to and implementing indigenous 
and non-Eurocentric methodologies and knowledge systems, and 3) implement-
ing decolonizing approaches in the classroom and in research practice. Choosing 
to ignore or engage with decolonizing approaches is an inherently political choice 
for educators and scholars. The casual use of phrases such as “decolonizing think-
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ing” or “decolonizing schools” often overlooks the political context of contribu-
tions made by indigenous intellectuals and activists to theories and frameworks 
of decolonization or the immediate context of settler colonialism in geographical 
spaces such as North America. As Tuck and Yang (2012) suggest,  

Decolonize (a verb) and decolonization (a noun) cannot easily be grafted onto 
pre-existing discourses/frameworks, even if they are critical, even if they are an-
ti-racist, even if they are justice frameworks.… When we write about decoloniza-
tion, we are not offering it as a metaphor.… Decolonization is not a swappable 
term for other things we want to do to improve our societies and schools. De-
colonization doesn’t have a synonym. (3) 

As ethnomusicologists engage more deeply with issues of political activism, 
community engagement, proactive pedagogies, race relations, repatriation, class 
consciousness, power dynamics, violent conflict, disability, spirituality, and social 
justice, we question how decolonization can enable us to address our role within a 
changing academic setting. This article interrogates how the word decolonization 
has been used in selected ethnomusicological publications and argues that a dis-
course of decolonizing ethnomusicology should not propagate the term as a de-
scriptive signifier that overlooks the issues previously mentioned. Furthermore, 
we trace how decolonization has been defined in fields such as Native American 
Studies and Postcolonial Studies to discuss and analyze comments from inter-
views we conducted with former SEM presidents on the issue of decolonization, 
music studies, and ethnomusicology. We conclude with a list of projects ethno-
musicologists and other music educators may use to decolonize practices in the 
classroom and in fieldwork.    
 

Keyword: Decolonization 

Decolonization demands fundamental changes in relations of power, worldviews, 
the role of scholars, and our relationships to the university system as an industry. 
It forces long-overdue conversations about the historical relationships that uni-
versities such as Harvard and Brown have with slavery (Graham 2017). Although 
Ivy League schools’ connections to slavery have generated headlines, research has 
shown that for over 200 years, many universities in the United States—southern 
and northern, public and private—had ties to the business of slavery. As Harvard 
president Drew Gilpin Faust recently acknowledged, “This history, and its legacy 
has shaped our institution in ways that we have yet to fully understand.”1 
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Land grants given through the Morrill Act of 1862 were intended to establish 
universities and colleges that were tuition-free or virtually free. The University of 
California system, for instance, had free tuition for students until the 1980s 
(Wittner 2015). The increasingly corporatized, profit-driven model used by many 
public universities today represents the changing role of these institutions in ed-
ucation and the communities they serve. Furthermore, the university’s relation-
ship to land, according to this worldview, illustrates how capitalism—the 
commodification of land and education—implicates students in this colonial rela-
tionship. As Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2008) argues, “decolonization, once viewed as 
the formal process of handing over the instruments of government, is now recog-
nized as a long-term process involving the bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic, and 
psychological divesting of colonial power” (98). Divestment of colonial power 
involves the repatriation of land and resources, thereby transforming existing 
paradigms of power and privilege created by settler colonialists.   

In Native American studies, decolonization involves two modes of thought 
drawing from indigenous theory; the first involves histories of colonization of 
land and resources in settler colonialism. The term settler colonialism (or set-
tlerism) describes “created systems of power that aim to expropriate indigenous 
territories and eliminate modes of production in order to replace indigenous 
peoples with settlers who are discursively constituted as superior and therefore 
more deserving over these contested lands and resources” (Saranillio 2015, 284). 
The second mode of thought focuses on autonomy and self-determination, which 
addresses access to land, resources, and representations of indigenous communi-
ties from within. Decolonization in this context is about rethinking relationships 
between land and community. Autonomy over land is not about mirroring the 
frameworks of the nation-state but challenging existing colonial ideas about 
property and ownership by asserting native perspectives.  

Postcolonial scholarship questions master narratives and the idea of a uni-
versal standpoint on knowledge production, in many cases refuting or creating 
counterpoint to knowledges produced within Euro-American discourses (Ander-
son, Khan, Reimer-Kirkham 2011, 24). The term decolonization has been used in 
postcolonial studies to describe: 1) a periodic (time) marker describing pre- and 
post-formal colonization, and 2) a response to a colonial past that remains opera-
tional in the institutions and forms of governance in the postcolonial nation-
state. Early scholarship in the field describes the ways indigenous people have 
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replicated roles previously held by Euro-American colonizers. Decolonization, as 
we use the term, refers to a re-thinking of the institutions and structures left over 
from the formal colonial period.   

Thinking critically about the history of colonialism has led some scholars to 
connect the ideas of ontology and power, and specifically for Walter Mignolo, to 
the idea of “coloniality,” which describes how colonial relations of power left a 
profound impact not only on systems of governance, authority, sexuality, 
knowledge, and economy but on a general understanding of being (Mignolo 
2000, Quijano 2000, Maldonado-Torres 2007). In this context, there are differ-
ences between colonialism and coloniality. While colonialism refers primarily to a 
political and economic relation in which the sovereignty of a people or nation-
state rests on the power of another nation, coloniality describes “the long-
standing patterns of power that emerged as a result of colonialism, but that de-
fine culture, labor, intersubjective relations, and knowledge production well be-
yond the strict limits of colonial administration” (Maldonado-Torres 2007, 243). 
Coloniality survives colonialism because it resonates in academic books, criteria 
for academic performance, cultural patterns and in the self-image and aspirations 
of colonized people. As the residual form or aftermath of colonial encounter, co-
loniality emerged in a specific socio-historical setting of discovery and conquest, 
especially in places like the Americas. As Aníbal Quijano (2007) describes, “Colo-
niality is still the most general form of domination in the world today, once colo-
nialism as an explicit political order was destroyed. It doesn’t exhaust, obviously, 
the conditions nor the modes of exploitation and domination between peoples. 
But it hasn’t ceased to be, for 500 years, their main framework” (170). Coloniality 
is expressed in various ways; for instance, “coloniality of power,” as Quijano sug-
gests, is conceived together with the social classification of race that differentiat-
ed the colonizers from the colonized in terms of social identities and 
physiognomic traits and functions in a world capitalist system (Quijano 2007, 
171). Furthermore, as Mignolo (2000) suggests, coloniality of knowledge de-
scribes the impact of colonization on different areas of knowledge production 
(e.g., science, language) that have engendered coloniality of being (colonialidad 
de ser) (669). Logics of coloniality also operate within music education, for in-
stance in the historical hegemony of Western canon genres, repertoire, ensembles 
and educational practices that perpetuate European colonial worldviews of the 
body, knowledge and cultural stereotypes (Rosabal-Coto 2014, 174-5). 
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A more nuanced understanding of the words decolonization and coloniality 
as they are used in Native American and postcolonial studies suggests ways that 
ethnomusicologists and music educators can further address the legacy of Euro-
centric thinking in each of the following areas: North American music studies, 
whiteness and white supremacy. In popular culture of the United States, the term 
“white supremacy” is often associated historically with groups such as the Ku 
Klux Klan, who manifested the ideologies of white supremacy, more recently 
framed as “white nationalism.” In the context of music studies, we are not refer-
ring specifically to these groups but rather to the idea that music education in the 
U.S. is systematically centered on Euro-Western art music traditions and peda-
gogic practices that promote and instill specific cultural values and standards 
based on particular ethnic, class, and gender backgrounds. By upholding the su-
premacy of Euro-Western art music, many music departments have upheld the 
political structures of white supremacy in music studies historically and in cur-
rent practice (Hess 2017, Bradley 2015, Gustafson 2009). In some instances, add-
ing ethnic diversity (through the recruitment and hiring of faculty, staff, and 
students) to music (and other) departments has been implemented as a means of 
addressing and overcoming structural inequality. These efforts, however well-
intentioned, have not (and will not) change the existing paradigm if white su-
premacist values are not decentered. In this scenario, it is possible to envision a 
music department consisting entirely of non-white people, even in seats of power, 
that retains the existing political and cultural order of white supremacy. Speaking 
in the context of Black liberation movements in the U.S., Samudzi and Anderson 
(2018) suggest that,  

diversity … will not solve our problem. Simply because someone shares race, 
gender or another aspect of identity does not guarantee loyalty or that they will 
act in the interests of Black communities … the rhetorics of “diversity” and “in-
clusion” [in a U.S. political context] merely enable nominal representation (or a 
mitigation of material harms in some cases) as opposed to liberation in any real 
sense. (13)  

Critical indigenous gender, sexuality, and feminist studies have also con-
fronted the ways that colonialism and imperialism, especially in the United States 
and Canada, have required indigenous people to fit within heteronormative ar-
chetypes of authentic indigeneity.  Using racialized, gendered, and sexualized 
images of indigenous women/femininity and men/masculinity within the state’s 
logic of multicultural liberalism, indigenous people are included only in “cos-
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tumed affiliation” (Barker 2017, 3). Critical Indigenous Studies scholars have ar-
gued that understanding decolonization projects in which indigenous land, eco-
systems, and bodies are at stake must also confront the consequences of the 
global military and energy industrial complexes through their cultural perspec-
tives and practices (Simpson 2012; LaDuke and Cruz 2011; Nelson 2011). In this 
context, decolonization must address the oppression, exploitation, and violent 
holocaust of indigenous peoples that continues today, and therefore, indigenous 
people have taken on decolonization projects that include mind, body, and spirit-
uality “in the remembrance and reform of their relations and responsibilities to 
the lands and ecosystems in which they live and to the other beings to whom they 
are related” (Barker 2017, 26). 
 

Keyword: Ethnomusicology  

In the mid-1950s, the founding of the Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) em-
phasized the approach of the cultural study of music rather than that of compara-
tive musicology. At the time, musician historians were generally ambivalent to 
the idea that students of non-Western music could contribute to music studies 
(Nettl 2010, 96). Ethnomusicologists responded by creating SEM, the Ethnomu-
sicology Newsletter, and establishing a “school of ethnomusicology” that focused 
on music of non-Western cultures from the perspective of Western art music his-
torians and music departments (ibid). Early curricula in ethnomusicology drew 
from music traditions with well-documented theoretical traditions comparable to 
those of Europe. Notated classical traditions of India, Java (Indonesia), the Mid-
dle East, and China fit the paradigm and standards of Western art music and 
therefore drew considerable attention. Since most music historians were ex-
pected to exhibit a minimum competence in performing Western music, perfor-
mance also became central for Americans teaching non-Western traditions. As 
Radano and Olaniyan (2016) observe, “What might have taken shape according 
to a myriad of approaches frequently conformed to the interpretive models 
grounded in the study of European art music” (11). The study of world music be-
came an alternative to classical music repertory, allowing students to achieve flu-
ency in a “foreign music,” modeled after foreign language study. 

Part of this process included constructing ethnomusicology as a research dis-
cipline located in the academic world. Comparative musicology, at the time, fo-
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cused on empirical research methodologies based on universalist ideologies. It 
was understood as the study of “primitive music” (Titon 2015, 13), and its pur-
pose was to increase knowledge of the world’s peoples. Jaap Kunst’s book, Ethno-
Musicology (1950) defined the burgeoning field of ethnomusicology as the study 
of “all tribal and folk music of every kind of non-Western art music … as well [as] 
the sociological aspects of music” (1). As Jeff Titon (2015) suggests, this name 
change was based on the redundancy of the word “comparative;” however, the 
research concerns for ethnomusicology remained the same (13–14). The name 
change, although insignificant as a new research methodology, nevertheless 
opened the space for an emphasis on the cultural study of music. Since that time, 
mainstream histories of ethnomusicology have continued to position ethnomusi-
cology as a discipline centered in the academic world. This focus has also posi-
tioned applied ethnomusicology as marginal in comparison to its predecessor, 
comparative musicology (ibid). Comparative musicology continued to exert a sig-
nificant influence on ethnomusicology in its early decades from 1950 to 1980 
(Nettl 2010, 160–5). The founding of the society created a new name for the dis-
cipline that oriented it towards anthropology (at the time) and signaled the “sig-
nificant and enduring new direction of the field” (Titon 2015, 16).  

Even with the establishment of a society, ethnomusicology continued to be on 
the fringe of the academic world. It existed only as an individual course offered 
through departments such as anthropology and music. For ethnomusicology to 
be considered a science, it needed to be legitimized within the university as a re-
search science intended specifically to increase knowledge on musics of the 
world. The few professors of ethnomusicology that could advise on doctoral dis-
sertations established curricula and academic graduate programs to proliferate 
scholars in the discipline, with the ultimate goal of establishing tenure track posi-
tions within music departments. All this solidified ethnomusicology’s position as 
an academic pursuit.  

Ethnomusicologists have whispered about decolonization since at least 2006. 
Few publications in the discipline, however, have directly addressed the topic. In 
the seminal text, Shadows in the Field, Gregory Barz and Timothy Cooley (2008) 
describe a shift during the 1970s in ethnographic disciplines such as ethnomusi-
cology, anthropology, folklore, sociology, and performance studies, initiated by 
challenges to Western thought during the period after European colonial rule. In 
their interpretation, decolonization appeared as a periodic phenomenon linked 
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specifically to the postcolonial era. Barz and Cooley (2008) position fieldwork in 
ethnomusicology as a postcolonial ethnographic project based on experience and 
self-critical evaluation, as a result of coming to terms with the colonial legacy of 
many academic disciplines and their interpretations and representations (11). 
Another treatment of decolonization, these authors suggest, is the decolonization 
of departments and schools of music and of the university structure generally 
(23).  

Although Shadows in the Field focuses on fieldwork and representation as a 
colonizing enterprise, a deeper engagement with the processes of decolonization 
are not directly addressed. Although some ethnomusicologists acknowledge that 
these “shadows" are deeply shaped by colonialism, many have yet to address how 
decolonization is to be done or what the political ramifications of decolonizing 
are for the discipline and for how ethnomusicologists engage with the communi-
ties within which they work and live. At this point, the impact of colonialism on 
ethnomusicology is a topic largely agreed upon; however, it is our view that eth-
nomusicologists have yet to fully address these issues.  

Barz and Cooley (2008) also observe that “graduate students are a good indi-
cator of disciplinary change” (12). This appears to be true for addressing current 
issues about decolonization. A recent issue of SEM Student News (Volume 12.2, 
Fall/Winter 2016), a publication by graduate students in ethnomusicology, de-
voted the entire issue to students’ thoughts about decolonization in relation to 
ethnomusicology, students’ roles, and experiences in decolonizing ethnomusicol-
ogy, and the influence of indigenous (or “non-Western”) ways of knowing. The 
collective voices in this issue addressed the concern that colonialism and its lega-
cies continue to reach into our daily lives. Contributors to this issue came from 
thirteen countries around the world ranging from North America, Asia, the Mid-
dle East, and Central and South America. These contributors discussed issues 
that included decentering ethnomusicology from the United States and Europe, 
recognizing privilege and power, and constructing spaces to talk about decolo-
nizing ethnomusicology. It was generally accepted that recognizing privilege and 
power was an important first step toward decolonizing ethnomusicology. The 
scope of discussion in this publication pointed to a more nuanced and detailed 
engagement with decolonization in ethnomusicology, starting with the three is-
sues of land ownership, methodology, and white privilege. Critiquing ethnomusi-
cology is not necessarily new to the discipline. As Nettl (2010) writes, 
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“ethnomusicologists, more perhaps than people in other disciplines, devote their 
energy to criticizing the course of their field. … One might say that the practice of 
critiquing the discipline as a whole is part of their identity” (54–5). The critique 
of ethnomusicology offered by graduate students in this publication, however, 
went beyond the disciplinary lens Nettl described to address wider issues of insti-
tutional power and the idea that ethnomusicology in the U.S. continues to ignore 
certain voices. 
 

Enduring Shadows 

Barz and Cooley published the first edition of Shadows in the Field as graduate 
students at Brown University in the 1990s. The volume consisted of ethnomusi-
cologists, both graduate students and established scholars, and addressed issues 
related to doing fieldwork at home, ethnographic methodology, teaching, ethno-
musicological pasts, and issues on race, class, and gender. Following the “crisis of 
interpretation” which addressed ethnographic writing, reflexivity, objectivity, and 
authority among anthropologists in the late 1980s and 1990s, Shadows forced 
many ethnomusicologists to consider the “partiality of cultural and historical 
truths” and “literariness” (re)presented in ethnographies—in this sense, some 
interpretive social scientists began thinking of ethnographies as “true fictions” 
(Clifford 1986, 3–6). This shift in thinking pushed ethnomusicologists to greater 
reflexively about their own subjectivity, and the focus on performativity in Shad-
ows significantly impacted how ethnomusicologists approached ethnography—
for instance, in the idea of performance as embodied knowledge. Barz and Cooley 
(2008) began a discussion of how ethnomusicologists do fieldwork by organizing 
a symposium and inviting their professors, other scholars, and graduate students 
to contribute to what would become Shadows.   

Although the word “decolonization” is mentioned in the introduction to 
Shadows, the authors do not explore the topic in further detail. As we have men-
tioned, graduate students in ethnomusicology have recently addressed the issue 
more deeply in an SEM Student News publication. Issues about methodology and 
fieldwork remain problematic, especially for some U.S. scholars of racial or ethnic 
minorities, especially since people with a history of being colonized may take a 
more critical approach concerning issues of representation and power relations 
(Rodriguez 2001, Guha 1997). 
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To better understand decolonization and the relationship to issues presented 
in Shadows, we interviewed Tim Cooley, one of the volume’s editors. As a former 
SEM board member, Cooley advocated for the removal of the “Ethno-man” logo 
from all of the society’s publications, along with the “caveman” font used in the 
journal Ethnomusicology. The following statements, excerpted from our inter-
views with Cooley, address the issue of decolonizing music studies (see Figure 1).  

 

                
Figure 1. Covers of the journal Ethnomusicology from 1967 (left) and 2005 (right) fea-
turing the “Ethno-man” logo. 
  

Cooley: We have to stop indoctrinating students that the music of the Europe-
an elite class is the best, is the epitome of human evolution. We have to abso-
lutely put an end to that. I think this is relatively easy to do for academics. We 
have to critique the symphony orchestra, we have to critique the motivations 
behind propping up this very expensive ensemble, even more for the opera. It’s 
the most elaborate and expensive performance form that I know about, and we 
prop it up with public funds for a very narrow, generally very privileged, seg-
ment of society.  It’s a classic example of government welfare for the rich. Mov-
ing money from middle class or … the poor to the elite. That is a very 
controversial way to look at the symphony orchestra, symphony halls, and opera 
houses in our cities, but I believe it’s an accurate one. 
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Without singling out music departments, colonization, as discussed earlier, is 
related to the corporatized U.S. university system and to the Eurocentrism that 
functions within that system. Although critiquing the cultural hegemony that ex-
ists within music departments may be interpreted by some as relatively easy, the 
difficulty lies in initiating change that challenges the institutional power of West-
ern art music. Cooley went on to relate this issue to English departments and 
their approaches to addressing Eurocentrism.   

I think [other] university departments have been much quicker to decolonize 
than many music departments. I’d like to think of English departments [that] 
still teach Shakespeare but it’s not the only thing they teach. The entire depart-
ment is not set up to teach Shakespeare; it’s not set up to reify classic English 
literature.  I think the corollary in music departments, traditionally that has 
been the case.  The entire [music] department is there to reify Western Art mu-
sic. It’s quite rare in 21st century academic departments in universities. The 
music department is really lagging in this. 

We concur that broad discussion on social justice issues should take place in 
a more politically focused way consistent with decolonization, rather than an ab-
stract concept such as social justice or reform. Decolonization should focus on 
practical knowledge that can be implemented and affect structural change. Prac-
tical knowledge develops a different relationship between individuals and social 
change. Rather than focusing on abstract principles or articles of faith, practi-
tioners are directly connected to action that actualizes theory. For decolonization, 
social justice efforts and reform will be better served alongside other modes of 
social change, such as practical knowledge directly implemented. The last section 
of this article offers pedagogical projects in music studies and ethnomusicology 
with practical knowledge for decolonizing music education.  

 
 

Keyword: Engagement  

The purpose of this section is to present the thoughts of three former presidents 
of the Society for Ethnomusicology on decolonizing music studies. We have cho-
sen to include long quotations from our interviewees to resist the common eth-
nographic practice of constructing (and controlling) representations based on 
selectively utilizing short excerpts from interviews. In this section, we decenter 
our voices as the authors in an effort to create a multivocal dialogue on what de-
colonizing music studies might entail. We share key excerpts during the inter-
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views when ethnomusicologists describe memories of decolonizing moments as 
an example of how they have contributed to decolonizing ethnomusicology.  

We asked three main questions of the following former presidents of SEM: 
Beverley Diamond, Professor Emeritus in Ethnomusicology at Memorial Univer-
sity of Newfoundland, Native music scholar and former president of the SEM 
(2013–2015); Harris Berger, Director of the Research Centre for the Study of Mu-
sic, Media, and Place (MMaP) at Memorial University of Newfoundland, Profes-
sor of Music and Folklore and former president of SEM (2011–2013); and 
Deborah Wong, Professor of Music at the University of California, Riverside, 
Asian American and Thai music scholar and former president of SEM (2007–
2009). 
 
These are the questions we posed to them: 

1. Why should ethnomusicologists be concerned with decolonization? Why is 
this issue important for the discipline? 
2. What were some of the challenges you faced in introducing (or implement-
ing) decolonizing policies? Or, what are some of the challenges facing decol-
onizing policies? 
3. What are the implications of decolonization for music departments? What 
would a decolonized music department look like for you? 

 
We chose these questions as a starting point for not only thinking about why 

decolonization matters for the future of ethnomusicology and music education 
but also for addressing the discipline’s colonialist past. Given the lack of dis-
course on decolonization in U.S. ethnomusicology, these scholars in leadership 
positions provided us with an understanding of the society’s engagement with 
decolonization since the 2006 SEM national conference in Hawaii. These ques-
tions also addressed broader issues pertaining to music education because decol-
onization is not only a project of ethnomusicologists but also an interrelated 
endeavor with music educators. Ultimately the goal is a multifaceted project (e.g., 
curriculum, performance, training of scholars) to decolonize music education. 

Each question will be presented with the respondent’s answer. In the first 
question, responding to why ethnomusicologists should be concerned with decol-
onization, past SEM president (2013–2015) and Native music scholar Beverley 
Diamond explains,  
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There are obvious things like the fact that our history is colonial, like most of 
the social sciences … and the traces of that colonial history are still with us. That 
is reflected in references to other cultures as if they’re some sort of low hanging 
fruit, as if you can enrich life by having more cultural diversity. That often im-
plies that the West can access and use these cultural riches around the world for 
their purposes.  Such celebratory statements ignore the power relationships. As 
ethnomusicologists we all believe diversity is a core value, a core commitment 
to respect different ways of living and different forms of cultural expression in 
the world. Within our discipline, though, and within SEM in particular, we are 
not nearly as diverse as I think we should be. We don’t look like California or 
like most cities in North America, either in Canada or the US, and so although 
we’ve got a substantial international membership in SEM it’s still not as diverse 
as say, they International Council for Traditional Music, which brings together 
more people from more countries every couple of years. 

Diamond’s comments highlight ethnomusicology’s relationship to colonial-
ism. Although she describes this colonial influence as obvious to the discipline, 
our experience dealing with other music scholars suggest that it remains neces-
sary to legitimize discussions about the relationship of colonialism and music 
studies. Although ethnomusicologists (and music educators) have made efforts to 
promote cultural diversity, especially in terms of studying music as a global hu-
man phenomenon, in practice, power differentials between researchers and the 
communities with which we work are often not addressed. Many of the issues 
related to decolonizing music studies relate to coloniality, and here again it is im-
portant to differentiate coloniality from colonialism.  As mentioned earlier, colo-
niality refers to the long-standing patterns of power that emerged as a result of 
colonialism. Coloniality of power survives colonialism in the ways that knowledge 
continues to be a product of the subject-object relationship in research (Quijano 
2007, 171). Furthermore, as Diamond suggests, the lack of diversity within SEM 
generally and specifically in positions of power remains at issue. This lack of di-
versity represents how coloniality of power continues to be expressed in academic 
hiring practices. 

Diamond’s responses address why decolonization continues to be an im-
portant topic for ethnomusicology. She adds:  

I think that we need to create encounters within the discipline that will reveal 
the normalization of perspectives that are Euro-American-centric, perspectives 
that tend to be privileged. It seems to me that we do this in fieldwork on an in-
dividual basis. We have contacts with communities, we understand different 
perspectives and see how tough inequity is when one is on the ground. When we 
get back to our comfortable academic spaces, the discourse changes. I’m hoping 
we can create some encounters within SEM, and I think it’s happening slowly. 
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My happiest moment at the 2016 SEM conference in Washington, [was] the 
round dance that the indigenous Section organized to support the Dakota Pipe-
line Protests … they raised almost $1000 in 10 minutes and sent it out to those 
folks. I think that commitment to action as well as talk, that was a very good 
moment in the Society for Ethnomusicology. I think a commitment to action is 
something we struggle with because it’s hard to get consensus on issues, but I 
think from within the smaller groups, the SIGs [or Special Interest Groups with-
in SEM] and the Sections [areas of interest] that do have a deeper knowledge of 
a particular cultural perspective … there may be some initiative and some en-
counters that are created by those groups. I think that’s a very good thing for 
SEM. 

Encounters within the discipline are central to how Diamond envisions the 
process of decolonizing ethnomusicology. She begins by suggesting the need to 
address Eurocentric and privileged positions that exist when ethnomusicologists 
return to their departments after completing their time in the field. Diamond’s 
comments allude to the ways that settlerism and ideas surrounding property and 
ownership lend themselves to the authority to produce knowledge and represen-
tations. Positions in universities remain privileged because of ongoing ties to set-
tlerism, which highlight the continuities between the U.S. higher education 
system and its role in sustaining settler-dominated academic spaces and Europe-
an epistemic assumptions through ownership of curriculum, research practices, 
and knowledge production. As indigenous scholars have noted, settler colonial-
ism is premised on an education system designed not to serve indigenous inter-
ests and, in many cases, works against them (Teves et al. 2015, 271, 309; Smith 
2008). Diamond correctly points out that within SEM, special interest groups 
and student sections can provide impetus for more substantive encounters, for 
instance, the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing Rock and the indigenous music 
special interest group. This represents one example of an encounter within SEM 
that would not have taken place without the initiative of the indigenous music 
special interest group.  

Another former SEM president (2007–2009), Deborah Wong, also respond-
ed to these issues. As Wong states, 

The obvious reason is our history is colonial. It’s not just our discipline but 
many others, especially anthropology. All of that doesn’t need to be rehearsed. I 
have very mixed feelings about my home discipline, I’m a card-carrying SEM 
member and an ethnomusicologist for life, and I’m never going to be stepping 
back from that, but it doesn’t mean that I’m not constantly impatient with my 
own home. I think that’s an important thing to acknowledge. At its best, I think 
ethnomusicology is a type of utopian discipline in the sense that we are always 
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hoping for more from ourselves, imperfect so we inevitably are. Ethnomusicolo-
gist[s] tend to be utopian in the hopes for ourselves and our discipline … we are 
willing to address the tension of where we are and where we could be. There’s a 
reason why ethnomusicologists are so obsessively reflexive about ourselves and 
the discipline. Over and over again in the journal we’re publishing about “What 
is Ethnomusicology?” 
 
Again, I say that with honor and affection about my own discipline. For me per-
sonally, I love the way ethnomusicologists at some level are willing to think 
about the politics of the real. We are willing to think about things that are actu-
ally done on the ground. And could be done on the ground. We’re very cautious 
about taking those steps sometimes but we’re also solidly grounded in the expe-
rience of the real and lived experiences and the ways that musicians and our in-
terlocutors and friends and teachers live in a real world. At the same time, I 
think we’re also willing to push for change as a discipline. There’s no question 
that our discipline has undergone a lot of change in the decades it’s existed, and 
I’m thinking especially since the 1950s with North American-based ethnomusi-
cology. So why should we be concerned? Well, because decolonization is the 
pressing issue of our time, and at that level I think we’re well equipped to ad-
dress it. And yet we haven’t. 

Similar to Diamond, Wong’s conflicted feelings about ethnomusicology sug-
gests that both past presidents see ample need for change. Although Wong was 
optimistic about the discipline’s willingness to change and address the tensions 
that exist within, there remain significant challenges to how and when such 
changes will (or can) be enacted. As Wong suggests, although SEM should be well 
equipped to address the issue of decolonization, there is substantive push back 
against such change within the organization. Resistance to change may have to do 
with coloniality of power that exists within SEM, which simultaneously resists 
decolonization while promoting it. This type of duality in the organization, which 
Wong describes as “cautious” steps, means that any efforts at change come very 
slowly, if it at all.  Wong also discussed the importance of ethnography to the dis-
cipline and focused on the types of ethnographies we create. This point is a disci-
plinary challenge to re-examine how ethnography reinforces colonial 
relationships and to explore other research methodologies, some of which we 
present in the conclusion of this article in the projects section.  

Harris Berger, SEM’s president from 2011–2013, also addressed decoloniza-
tion as an important issue for ethnomusicologists. According to Berger,  

Power is a central concern for anyone who is interested in the study of expres-
sive culture. Decolonization ethnomusicology is about identifying and disman-
tling the colonial assumptions and practices that shape the work we do in our 
field. It’s a central current in the broad reorientation toward critical scholarship 
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that has been going on for many years. Having grown up in the U.S. and taught 
there since the mid-1990s, I moved to Canada in 2016. Here in Canada, the dis-
course of decolonization is much more prevalent than it is in the States. And it’s 
not only an academic discourse; you find the notion of decolonization in main-
stream media and politics as well. One could not say that Canadian ethnomusi-
cology or Canadian society in general have decolonized, not by a long way, but 
the fact that this is part of the wider political discourse here is important, and it 
essential for the US to move in the same direction. 

In thinking about power and disciplinarity, the place to start is with this: our 
naïve understanding of what an academic discipline is. The most basic vision we 
have of disciplines is that they are defined by their study objects … Disciplines 
are groups of people and their practices, their discourses, their institutions. Be-
cause every discipline has an intellectual history and a set of contemporary 
practices, it’s never separate from its social context and the discourses of power 
that operate there. In North America and Western Europe, ethnomusicology 
primarily emerged from anthropology and musicology. As the field that studied 
the colonial other and sought to help in the management of empire, anthropol-
ogy’s colonial legacy could not be more obvious. Musicology’s colonial legacy is 
equally direct, though perhaps slightly less obvious, as its project was to study 
and celebrate the elite musics of Europe.  

The second question we posed to the interviewees was: What were some 
of the challenges you faced in introducing (or implementing) decolonizing poli-
cies? Or, what are some of the challenges facing decolonizing policies? 

Diamond: The short answer is none. In general, people are eager to see some 
changes. They sometimes don’t have the position to do it or maybe just the will-
ingness to break the norm but are happy to see others initiate change, in my ex-
perience. I think I took baby steps in that regard as SEM President. I had a 
couple of things in mind. I wanted to raise the profile of public sector members 
and organizations. And I certainly wanted one of the president’s roundtables to 
consider decolonization. I called it an “Indigenous Theory” panel because I 
didn’t want it to be cast as “Well let’s hear about the political issues.” I wanted it 
to be hardcore ethnomusicology stuff, to address broad conceptual issues that 
theory implies.  How might indigenous theory change our thinking? How does 
this change our approach both ethically and conceptually? I think what the 
Board can do well is to encourage those groups that are invested in certain per-
spectives and certain issues, to give them space, to give them support.     
 
Wong: In my own efforts to be a change agent, whether it’s as SEM president 
or here in my community of Riverside, I’m in it for the long game.  Let me put it 
that way. We all come up with our personal strategies about how to create 
change. I’m not interested in broad general talk about social justice. I actually 
want to work about specific things in specific ways.  I very much believe in 
working from within. I think that change may occur in dramatic public mo-
ments, but most of the important change happens by sitting at the table over 
and over and over again. And I always expect significant change to be slow 
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(laughed), but I think we also need to be ready to push in moments of oppor-
tunity when things can move along more quickly.  

Two key issues Wong addressed during her tenure as SEM president were the 
society logo of the “ethno-man” and holding SEM conferences outside of the 
United States, both of which represented Wong’s approach to reforming the soci-
ety by working from within. Since the 2009 SEM conference in Mexico City, there 
have not been any SEM national conferences held outside the United States.  
General anxieties persist about holding the conference outside the U.S. because 
of, among other reasons, cost, language barriers, and safety concerns. These anx-
ieties expose a xenophobia among some SEM members in the United States and 
suggest that SEM remains predominantly a U.S.-centered organization serving 
U.S. institutions. Continuing to explore the possibility of holding the SEM con-
ference internationally encourages the participation of non-U.S. scholars who 
would provide a greater diversity of worldviews and scholarship.   

Wong also addressed the issue of the society’s ethno-man logo, which was in-
itially brought up for referendum by Timothy Rice, another former SEM presi-
dent (2003–2005). The measure to remove ethno-man as the symbol of the 
society failed to pass by a small margin. The years-long process to remove an ob-
vious symbol of ethnomusicology’s colonial past exhibits how challenging it can 
be to address the colonialist legacies within North American music studies. These 
types of “mystified images,” as Aníbal Quijano (2007) describes, are systematical-
ly imposed through colonial patterns of producing knowledge and meaning that 
serve as efficient means of social and cultural control (169). 

Wong: One of the things Tim Cooley did [as a member of the SEM executive 
board] … was [change] the font that was used on the cover of the journal … [or] 
what we eventually began to call “the caveman font.”  Tim Cooley said, “We re-
ally need to get rid of it,” so we did basically.  These may seem like ridiculously 
particular examples but, of course, they’re not, right?  We know that representa-
tion is not small in the end in any means. … As president, one of the things I was 
very much involved in was the decision to meet in Mexico City; that was the an-
nual meeting in 2009.  Like our other meetings, it took several years to put to-
gether.  SEM is an international scholarly society. Seventy-five percent of our 
membership is North American, and U.S. rather than Canada; those numbers 
have remained constant over time. One of the big questions about SEM is 
whether it is actually a U.S./North American organization or is it an interna-
tional organization.   

Harris Berger suggests another area of institutional change within the discipline 
is to address the issue of diversity.   
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Berger: Diversity is in some ways a kind of mild, polite word for anti-racism, 
anti-sexism, anti-hate. At its worst, the term diversity can operate like a euphe-
mism. It’s not a terrible word and it does have a place, but it would be better if 
we could say, “we are looking to develop work that combats racism, sexism, 
homophobia, and capitalism.” As SEM president, issues of power and equity 
were my primary focus. Building on the efforts that had a long history in the So-
ciety, I was able work with the SEM Board to put together some initiatives—the 
Diversity Action Committee and its programs, in particular—that I am proud of. 
However, I am realistic about the limits of what I and my colleagues were able 
to do.  SEM doesn’t exist in a vacuum.  It is a medium-sized scholarly organiza-
tion that is situated within the institutional context of many national academies 
and is shaped by larger social contexts. There is no way that SEM can escape the 
power relations that are baked into those institutions and contexts. This isn’t to 
say that we should simply give up, but it would be naïve to think that our organ-
ization is immune to these powerful forces.  

 
The third question we posed to the interviewees was: What are the im-
plications of decolonization for music departments? What would a decolonized 
music department look like for you? 

Diamond: It’s tough, isn’t it? At the several universities where I have taught, 
my colleagues are people I think of as liberal thinkers in some ways, yet some 
push back at the strangest times. You mention the musicologists and compos-
ers, but I find that it’s the performers of the Western art music tradition that are 
sometimes the hardest to convince.  They are so into—and they need to be—
they’re so into the repertoire that they want to be perfect at, and some have no 
energy left to think about larger social issues. One strategy for opening a con-
versation is to talk, not about music, but about health. How does one stay able-
bodied and able-voiced as a musician? If a singing teacher were to suggest that 
bel canto is the only healthy mode of voice production, ethnomusicologists 
might point to other evidence. Linking health to one cultural tradition, of 
course, inadvertently casts all other practices as unhealthy. That can be a revela-
tion for some. If you can create an encounter that is about an issue that a col-
league is concerned about, then, it’s more fruitful.… It’s a long struggle… I do 
think that since that Hawaiian (SEM conference) meeting, decolonization has 
become a more prominent issue. But there are challenges to keeping it on the 
agenda. When I said to a colleague that I was going to do the indigenous theory 
roundtable, they said “Well didn’t we already do that in Hawaii?” As if it could 
only be done once. 

Wong: I’ve flipped back and forth between long, slow gradual work.  And it 
feels so slow and it feels so gradual. And part of me wants to step outside of it.  
Part of me thinks music departments are never going to be decolonized and still 
be music departments … I know for me having multiple homes has been essen-
tial, not only for personal morale but also in keeping our body and soul togeth-
er, but also in being strategically effective. To operate only in a music 
department can be really exhausting in many institutions … not all music de-
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partments. Just a footnote here for a second, ethnomusicology has reached a 
point of historical development within American higher education where a 
number of ethnomusicologists have now reached roles as institutional adminis-
trators, whether its department chairs or deans or directors of schools of mu-
sics. All of those things have happened that do suggest broader and deeper 
change; again, it’s gradual but it’s quite pronounced. And that’s pretty exciting.  
I say that as a former department chair. The first ethnomusicologist to serve as 
chair of my department, the first woman to serve as chair of my department, the 
first faculty member of color to serve as chair of my department! Yeah, so some 
things are changing gradually.   

Berger: On a basic level, decolonizing a music department or a music school, 
or a music program—and [ethnomusicologists] are in all kinds of academic 
units—means recognizing the colonial dimensions of traditional music educa-
tion, rethinking that project, and having a group of faculty and students who 
understand music in its widest dimension. Music happens everywhere on planet 
Earth, the Western conservatory tradition is not central in any way, shape, or 
form, and a decolonized music department would teach music from a wide vari-
ety of cultures and traditions. Having a decolonized music department would 
mean having a diverse group of faculty and students researching, teaching, and 
studying music, with a varied set of relationships to the musics that they work 
on.  

This section has illustrated attitudes on the decolonization of music studies 
by three recent past presidents of the Society for Ethnomusicology, a U.S.-based 
organization of music scholars. Although their viewpoints are indicative of how 
the organization has engaged with decolonization in recent years, in no way does 
this represent the entirety of opinions or possibilities. For instance, further work 
can be done to assess the attitudes of other music studies organizations in the 
U.S. such as the American Musicological Society (AMS) and the Society for Music 
Theory (SMT).  Further studies should also explore how other international mu-
sic organizations have addressed decolonization within their own fields or geo-
graphic areas.  
 

Conclusion 

In the weeks following the 2016 U.S. presidential election and the SEM national 
conference, The SEM Board and Council leadership released this statement:  

It has become clear that our work is more important now than ever. The uncer-
tain future of this new era, where powerful words and their aftershocks have put 
vulnerable groups at risk both symbolically and, in some cases, visibly, within 
our own communities, is a mandate for us to publicly reaffirm our long held 
values of inclusivity and tolerance; to disseminate our research, teaching, and 
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activism in ways that are more public and more political; to share best practic-
es; and to offer our voices and our commitment to the communities in which we 
live and work, local and global, wherever and whenever possible.2  

However well-intentioned this statement is, we question how it challenges the 
status quo and does not simply reinforce it. As U.S. ethnomusicologists work to-
ward new ways of applying this type of activist language, what unique approaches 
may ethnomusicology offer at this moment?  

This article in Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education represents 
a critical analysis of how ethnomusicologists in the U.S. have engaged with decol-
onization. Focusing on the keywords, decolonization and ethnomusicology, we 
explore a new discourse about structural changes in ethnomusicology that have 
wider political ramifications for music studies. Inspired by Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s  
(2008) projects for decolonizing research methodologies, we have contributed 
below a list of projects toward decolonizing music education. Each offers possibil-
ity and creates new spaces for a multiplicity of knowledges and the possibility of 
undoing Western academic hierarchies of knowledge (Sefa Dei 2010, 77). Creat-
ing these spaces also accounts for the project of provincializing European thought 
made universal by modern imperialism and (third-world) nationalism 
(Chakrabarty 2000). The projects and approaches proposed in this section of the 
essay begin to address what decolonization involves and how it can be done. We 
provide the following list for experimentation in the classroom. 
 
Practical Approaches and Projects: 
1. Shaping listening spaces: Decolonizing physical space in the classroom also 
refers to decolonizing mental space in terms of listening to and understanding 
music. Here we are thinking about how classroom space is organized, and more 
specifically how teachers continue to represent the authority in dispensing 
knowledge versus having students engage with one another or explore their indi-
vidual understanding of the material. 
2. Re-thinking ethnography: Although ethnography is a predominant methodolo-
gy, we suggest listening to indigenous epistemologies that explore different non-
western understandings of knowledge production. We aim to draw theory from 
practice that changes our vantage points as researchers in a subject-object rela-
tionship. By engaging with indigenous epistemologies, we open ourselves to ac-
cepting multiple truths, rather than thinking in universalist ways.  
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3. Exploring storytelling and oral history: Rather than privileging a visualist ide-
ology in ethnography, we propose a “sounding” approach that includes a focus on 
storytelling. The dialogic aspect of storytelling establishes conversations beyond 
the writer and the text to include a polyphony of voices. Besides focusing on de-
scriptions of musical performances, how can music educators use oral histories to 
reshape the narratives of our research? How can these oral histories be interject-
ed into our texts or put in dialogue with our voice? 
4. Repatriation of songs: Currently there are a number of songs compiled in ar-
chives that are stored in institutional settings (universities, museums, personal 
collections, etc.) that should be repatriated (handing ownership of intellectual 
property over) to communities that originally performed these pieces. Practicing 
repatriation also makes researchers responsible for the repercussions of “taking” 
from people and field sites (Fox 2014; Gray 2015).  
5. Bridging music studies and ethnic studies: Given that both disciplines are al-
ready interdisciplinary, music pedagogy can benefit from approaches (or advanc-
es) in ethnic studies that already address issues of social justice, decolonization, 
and representation. The emphasis on overtly political research done in ethnic 
studies suggests ways for ethnomusicologists and other music educators to gain a 
more sophisticated vocabulary and ways of thinking about people of color. We 
wish that ethnic studies classes become further embedded in the core curriculum 
of music studies.  
6. Community-based participatory research: This is the process of including mul-
tiple members of a community in data gathering. This project engages with indig-
enous and local communities by ceding ownership of representation of their pasts 
and ways of understanding (Atalay 2012, 4). This methodology acknowledges a 
community approach to understanding performance and decenters the research-
er as a gatekeeper to knowledge.   
7. Collaborative projects within (and outside) the music department: Projects on 
an undergraduate and graduate level may include collaboration between ethno-
musicologists, composers, and musicologists, which can take the form of publica-
tions, musical compositions, or live performance. The benefit of these 
collaborations could be furthering a dialogue about decolonization in music de-
partments that addresses ways of listening, composing, and thinking about music 
studies. 
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8. Exploring decolonized performance: What would a decolonized performance 
of non-Western music look like? For instance, how do current practices of cos-
tuming in non-Western ensembles contribute to essentializing people and cul-
tures? What are we doing when we perform non-Western music? Why is non-
Western music taught in a decontextualized setting? How is authority established 
through the performance of non-Western musics? Although authors in ethnomu-
sicology and music education have addressed some of these issues (e.g., Solís 
2004, Campbell 2005), there remains work to be done in engaging with how non-
Western music is learned and re-presented in classrooms, music ensembles, and 
performance settings. 
9. Listening as a way of decolonizing: What would a decolonized ear training class 
focus on? Currently at the undergraduate level, most ear training classes focus on 
listening that favors the perspective of Western art music. What if this were ex-
panded to include listening outside of Western tonal relationships, for instance, 
listening for social and cultural associations? Decolonizing listening practices 
suggests an important beginning point for decolonizing curriculum and music 
departments generally. 
10. Community engagement: Many academics today are evaluated for job posi-
tions based on their publications, or more accurately, how well they have pub-
lished in respected journals or with particular publishers. What if this criteria 
were changed to include community engagement or service (besides campus 
community service)? We envision publications that reflect how music scholars 
engage with community projects (i.e., projects that directly or immediately bene-
fit communities, or what we previously mentioned as community-based partici-
patory research). Should we, as a scholarly community, be making more efforts to 
ensure that our research has more use-value for the communities with whom we 
work? 
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